COVID-19 Daily Update 4-12-20

HAPPY EASTER!

Whether you’re hunting for cheerfully colored eggs, busy in the kitchen making a fancy meal, worshipping in the best way that you can, or simply enjoying a quiet Sunday, we’re offering a couple of items to make your day a bit brighter…

First, here’s a poem for reflection, sent in by Lucy McCarthy...

Meanwhile
By James A. Pearson

Meanwhile the world’s still doing spring like nothing’s happening. There was sunlight on the forest floor today, and the sounds of birds welcoming themselves home to another place they still belong. My fear found no corroboration in the old growth Douglas firs, who seemed as steady as ever. Not even the swarms of little hemlocks clawing towards the light echoed my alarm. They all just let me be there with all the hornets buzzing in my chest. Some mirrors are big enough to show you how even the end of the world really isn’t.

...And here are some pictures to print out and color. Have fun!

As always, please contact the EOC with your questions and for assistance. Subscribe to “Town Alerts” on the Town’s website to automatically receive Daily Updates in your inbox.
Happy Easter